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vbs3 is a customizable computer-based tactical training tool that introduces realistically simulated virtual battlefields, technologies, and
operation environments. using a highly realistic first-person view, the operator simulates operational and tactical environments with a

variety of weapons, equipment, vehicles, and avatars. vbs3 incorporates cooperative and competitive multiplayer game play to create an
immersive, intuitive virtual training experience. the implementation of cooperative and competitive game play is the first of its kind to

include customized, persistent, interactive environments that simulate combat scenarios in a learning experience environment. today, the
us army is using vbs3-opt and its hosted tactical ground environment (tget) to train soldiers from all branches of the military in all areas of

operations. vbs3-opt can be used to train soldiers in the battle control (bc) of a new ground vehicle system, tget-bc, or the battle
management (bm) of surface to air (sam)/air defense (ad), or air control, air dominance, and air supremacy (a2/a3) missions. the usmc uses
vbs3-opt as a medium tool that trains many types of ground vehicles including the bradley, stryker, and hmmwv. 7. i remember playing with
my friend in my bedroom one night when i was 9 years old and he was 11. i played half of the night and the other half he played it and we
were so good at the game we decided to make our own type of multiplayer. from there it wasnt long before i had my own gaming server

and a group of friends and i launched my own game that i have no idea how we started.. from there its been a long road with many ups and
downs and we all are friends even today with different lives. we still game we just did not work for awhile we worked on our business and

then started a company and thats when our childhood dream of making the next big mmo-like game back on our terms and open to
everyone finally started to come true.
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8. this game is amazing. i'm a huge fan of strategy games, but i have played a couple of war games.
this one has the best combat i've ever seen! i'm so happy that you are making this game that i can
play for the rest of my life! 10. i know this is an old thread but i just want to add my appreciation.
war games can be so painfully boring in their original form. vbs2 is a breath of fresh air. thank you

and keep up the good work! the project is expected to undergo a two-year period of mission analysis
and technology development before a prototype is developed. project participants said the system
will be available to the army in 5-7 years. the award is part of a fund for training excellence grant
program that encourages non-developmental concepts and technologies to be converted into a

robust army computer platform. the $10.9 million goal of the program is to deliver a technology that
will make the army more effective in the 21 [16] st century, and the successful participants'
proposals will be incorporated into a multi-year effort. the program supports the futures and

integration directorate and the greater us army training and doctrine command. i then tried to install
the game using the vbs2 game launcher first, and extract the 7zip files. installation is complete,

game runs fine, i see the desktop icon for vbs2, start the game and get an error 'data file too short
'vbs2ddonsnims.xbo'. then i tried a third time. left the setup file in place and extracted the 7zip files.

installed the game through the game launcher, and made some initial adjustments. seems to be
working fine, until i get this error 'data file too short 'vbs2ddonsnims.xbo'. 5ec8ef588b
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